The Ricoh
Inkjet Story

Take a look at Ricoh Production.
There’s never been more to see.
RICOH COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL PRINTING BUSINESS GROUP

At Ricoh, we have deep
expertise in accessing, capturing
& managing information.
We’ve always imagined change.
Innovation is in our DNA.
In today’s market, you need the support of a trusted partner who shares your goals and understands
your vision to sustain a vibrant, healthy business. As a technology innovator, committed partner and
proven leader in inkjet technologies, Ricoh is constantly thinking ahead to provide leadership, value and
opportunity. We help your business thrive by focusing on profitability, efficiency, workflow innovation and
document integrity.
When we started the Ricoh Production Printing Business Group in 2006, our goal was to be a driving
force in 10 years. Having a game plan and sticking to it fueled our rise and generated real results for
our customers. Reflecting on our strategic vision, commitment to customers, and focus on developing
new areas of growth opportunity, we changed our name to the Ricoh Commercial & Industrial Printing
Business Group in 2017. In 2018, we were proud to be named "The Company to Watch Out For" by
attendees of the 2018 Inkjet Summit.
We are proud to offer a full portfolio of products that address the many needs of the commercial and
industrial production print industry. These solutions include outstanding continuous feed inkjet hardware,
software, finishing and services developed by Ricoh as well as our industry-leading, third-party partners.
This all-encompassing approach enables us as a company to drive the future of digital production
workflows from data capture to delivery.
As we move forward, we continue to introduce new solutions and advanced strategies to enable
customers to position their businesses for a bright future. Our Take a Look at Ricoh Production campaign
showcases our vision in the marketplace, highlighting the broadest range of solutions we’ve ever offered.
Our momentum in the production print market is, in a word, unstoppable.

There’s more to the Ricoh inkjet story than you know
Our innovations have quietly been hard at work around you for 40+ years.
You might be surprised to learn where.
Here are a few key facts you might not know:
• 1973: That’s when Ricoh’s inkjet technology

• The InfoPrint 5000: Yes, the system that launched

development team started out, with a focus on the

mainstream continuous feed inkjet printing is another

creation of a business inkjet printer. The aim was

result of Ricoh innovation. The system was developed

to design one that was fast, supported plain paper

as a joint venture between IBM Printing Systems

printing and operated at low cost per page. Their

Division and Ricoh, dubbed the InfoPrint Solutions

work led to the development of a bi-pitch laminated

Company. Launched in 2007, plans for Ricoh to fully

piezo actuator.

acquire all of IBM’s output solutions and production

• An OEM Leader: While it may have started with
solutions for office products, the shift to production
printing and industrial applications was swift. In fact,

printing would come to fruition over the following
three years.
• The RICOH Pro VC60000 & Pro VC40000: The first

Ricoh has been producing and supplying the inkjet

fully-branded Ricoh continuous feed inkjet systems

heads used by leading production printing equipment

demonstrate the advancement and evolution of our

manufacturers for decades, including some of today’s

core technologies, and our commitment to delivering

leading wide-format manufacturers. You may be more

solutions based on customer feedback and real-world

familiar with our inkjet heads than you realize, or be

needs. Designed to help bring the efficiency and power

surprised to hear that we are one of the top five inkjet

of inkjet to a greater range of printing applications,

printhead manufacturers in the world.

these systems are helping customers realize new
revenue opportunities, streamline costs and position
themselves as leaders in the marketplace.

In short, Ricoh has been at the forefront of the continuous feed inkjet
printing market for as long as there has been a market.

The future for Ricoh inkjet technology is bright
Our vision is to become the leading innovator and top partner in the
inkjet industry while creating increasing value for our customers and new
business opportunities for you.
Here’s how we’re bringing that vision to life:
• The new RICOH Pro VC70000 Continuous Feed Inkjet

• Ricoh is committed to providing new systems and

redefines what's possible when it comes to quality,

services based on inkjet technologies that will allow

speed and media flexibility. New proprietary inks and

our customers to revolutionize their business processes.

innovative drying technologies make this system an

Our goal is to create and maximize value for our

attractive business model for any print provider looking

customers and thereby help grow our customers’

to add powerful new digital capabilities.

businesses.

• As part of our aim to become the top manufacturer

• We partner with our customers to drive innovation

of inkjet heads, we are currently accelerating our

even further, encouraging open dialogue between the

efforts to commercialize and mass-produce thin-film

users of our technology and the people who develop

piezo print heads that provide excellent ink support,

it. Through community, customer and industry-minded

durability and image quality, as well as a range of other

events we foster conversations aimed at delivering

initiatives in technological innovation.

superior business results for you, while allowing Ricoh

• We are currently developing highly safe, functional inks
that customers can rely on for a variety of different

product designers to gain direct, valuable insights.
• Ricoh is an active and vocal advocate for the printing

applications as part of our drive to become the market

industry. By educating our customers and helping

leader in heads and inks that address comprehensive

them promote their capabilities, we stay committed

needs in all inkjet applications.

to advancing the growth of the printing industry, our
customers and partners.

Our customers and partners are relying on us to provide market leadership.
There is no greater motivation that drives us day in, and day out.

Ricoh’s Consultative Approach
Across industries and enterprises, we add greater value to the customer
relationship through our portfolio of results-driven Services and Solutions.
Discover how our unique, hands-on approach can make a measurable difference for
your printing organization.
In addition to providing the most innovative continuous feed inkjet printing hardware, Ricoh looks at the breadth of your
business in order to help you achieve your goals.

A customer-centric framework to
maximize return on investment.
Our focus on Print Productivity, Business Efficiency and
Marketing Creativity help define the path of assessment
and discovery within your organization. We consult to
work through questions and objectives, and analyze data
with an unbiased perspective to recommend the best
solutions. Our experts can then implement those solutions
without tying up your valuable resources and help you
manage them for the long term.

Your ROI is constantly at the core of our recommendations,
actions and philosophy of partnership.

RICOH COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL PRINTING BUSINESS GROUP

Put growth
in motion.
Continuous feed inkjet solutions
to set your bottom line soaring.
If you're ready to accelerate your operations, look to Ricoh, the
authority in inkjet solutions. Our growing lineup includes options
for high-speed graphic color, printing on offset coated papers
without priming or post-treatment, integrated or on-demand
MICR, transactional color and true IPDS. Turn to our software,
finishing and services portfolio to create a turnkey solution that
makes inkjet work even harder and more efficiently for you.

RICOH Pro VC70000
2018 RED HOT Technology Vanguard Award Winner
Achieve a new level of print and image quality on offset coated
papers without compromising speed, productivity or profitability.

RICOH Pro VC60000
Exceptional color and image quality for
high-speed graphic communications.

RICOH Pro VC40000
Fast, efficient production for color and
B&W print applications.

InfoPrint 5000
Configurable and upgradeable color, monochrome and MICR
options allow you to adapt to changing market demands.
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